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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: To assess early changes in rectal tumor volume and morphology on sequential MRIs performed during 5 weeks of chemoradiotherapy.

Materials and methods: Thirteen patients underwent weekly T2W-MRI during 5 weeks of preoperative radiotherapy (total 50 Gy), starting after the first week of radiation. Two radiologists visually evaluated tumor volume and morphology and one reader manually segmented tumors for each time point to quantitatively calculate tumor volumes. Evolution in tumor volume/morphology was assessed over time and compared between good responders (tumor regression grade (TRG) 1–2) and poor responders (TRG 3–5).

Results: Tumor volumes decreased significantly during radiation. Early signs of response were also visually apparent: in the majority of good responders an early fibrotic transformation (week 2–3) as well as a visually estimated early volume reduction of >1/3 (week 1–2), was observed while these early changes only occurred in a minority of poor responders.

Conclusion: Results of this exploratory pilot study suggest that changes in rectal tumor morphology (fibrosis) and volume can already be observed early during radiation, both when measured quantitatively and when assessed visually. These changes appear to be indicative of the final treatment outcome.

Introduction

According to current guidelines, standard treatment for locally advanced rectal cancer (LARC) consists of a long course of neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (CRT) followed by surgical resection. In recent years there has been increasing attention for the concept of ‘organ preservation’, in particular ‘watchful waiting’. In a watchful waiting policy, patients who have a clinical complete tumor regression after CRT are deferred from surgery and followed intensely. In case of a tumor regrowth, patients may still undergo salvage TME, whereas in patients that show a sustained complete response, surgery can be definitively evaded thereby avoiding complications and morbidly related to resection [1–4]. A pooled analysis of >3000 patients showed that approximately 15% of LARC patients achieve a complete response after routine CRT with a radiation dose of 45–50.4 Gy [5], indicating that only a minority of patients will be potential candidates for watchful waiting. In order to increase these numbers and ultimately offer more patients the benefits of organ preservation, efforts are being undertaken to maximize response rates by optimizing neoadjuvant treatment schemes, for example by means of radiation dose escalation to the tumor (‘boosting’). A meta-analysis showed that an escalated preoperative dose of ≥60 Gy may lead to increased pCR rates of over 20% [6].

Two important challenges to allow meaningful adaptive neoadjuvant treatment are to identify the right patients and determine the proper timing to alter or intensify treatment in order to maximize therapeutic effects. Patients who show a response to routine CRT are more likely to benefit from further dose escalation to increase the chance of a complete response. Conversely, for patients who do not respond or respond very poorly to routine CRT, an extra dose will unlikely lead to therapeutic benefit while patients are still subjected to added toxicity. To discriminate between these patient groups, an early assessment of how well patients will respond to treatment would be of great value. Moreover, knowledge of the timeline of early tumor regression
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can be used to determine the best time point to perform an early response evaluation.

Although numerous studies have focused on the use of imaging to evaluate response after completion of long course CRT, limited data are available on imaging for early response assessment. Several reports have evaluated the use of Positron Emission Tomography (PET) to measure response 1–2 weeks after onset of treatment, showing that early changes in tumor glucose metabolism may be useful for early response assessment [7,8]. PET is, however, not routinely used in clinics for the local staging and response assessment of rectal tumors. MRI is to date the most widely used imaging modality. There is some evidence that functional MRI (e.g. diffusion-weighted and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI) performed early during treatment can aid in predicting the final treatment response [9–12], but so far only a few studies have investigated the use of routine morphological MRI and mainly at one or two time points during treatment [10,13,14]. One previous report by van de Bein et al. calculated gross tumor volumes on multiple sequential MRIs performed before, during and after preoperative chemoradiotherapy and concluded that rectal tumor regression mainly occurs during the first half of the preoperative CRT course [15].

Aim of this study was to add to these limited previous data and explore (in a pilot analysis) how rectal tumor morphology and volume change early during radiation treatment with sequential ‘routine’ T2–weighted MRIs performed during 5 weeks of radiotherapy in order to obtain a better understanding of early morphological signs of rectal tumor regression.

Materials and methods

This study was approved by the local institutional review board. All patients provided written informed consent.

Patients

From October 2013 till May 2015, thirteen patients with locally advanced rectal cancer (cT3–4 and/or CNI+), scheduled to undergo a long course of preoperative chemoradiotherapy were prospectively enrolled to undergo weekly MRI during their 5 weeks of radiation treatment. Inclusion criteria consisted of biopsy proven rectal adenocarcinoma and routine long course neoadjuvant treatment which according to our institutional guideline consisted of 50 Gy in 25 fractions on weekdays for 5 weeks combined with Capecitabine 825 mg/m2 BID on radiation treatment days.

MR imaging

As part of the study protocol patients underwent weekly MRIs (5 in total) during the 5 weeks of radiation treatment using a standardized protocol. The first MRI was performed on the first weekday after the first week of radiation, the following MRIs were routinely done on the first weekday of radiation (before the start of treatment), with the final MRI performed after completion of the fifth week of radiation. Images were acquired on a 3.0 T MRI system (Achieva, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) using a phased array surface coil. The MR sequences used for the current study consisted of 2D T2-weighted TSE sequences in 3 orthogonal directions (true sagittal, transverse and coronal plane) with the following scan parameters (for the transverse sequence): TR ± 3200–6200 (shortest), TE 120 msec, 90° flip angle, 30 echo train length, 1 NSA, 0.80 x 0.84 x 3.0 mm acquired voxel size, 27-49 slices, 2.26-4:22 minutes acquisition time. Outside the scope of the study, patients also underwent a primary staging MRI before treatment and a restaging MRI after completion of CRT (and a waiting interval) as part of routine clinical diagnostic procedures. These clinical MRI examinations were partly performed elsewhere (in referring hospitals) and not according to the standardized study protocol.

Visual evaluation

Two expert radiologists (DL and ML; each with >8 years of specific experience in reading rectal MRI) in consensus visually assessed the size/volume and morphology of the rectal tumor for each patient on the primary staging MRI performed before treatment and studied their evolution over time for the 5 study scans performed during radiation treatment. The two readers evaluated:

- the morphology of the primary tumor before onset of treatment (solid vs. mucinous, polypoid vs. (semi)circular, regular vs. irregular tumor boundaries)
- when, i.e. in which week of treatment, a fibrotic transformation became visually apparent (see Fig. 1). Fibrotic transformation was defined as a reduction in signal on T2-weighted MRI occurring within the rectal wall / tumor bed.
- when, i.e. in which week of treatment, a substantial volume reduction (i.e., a visually estimated decrease of ± 1/3 or more in tumor volume) became apparent (see Fig. 1).

When there was any disagreement between the two readers, a third expert with >15 years of rectal MRI experience (RB-T) was consulted to reach a final decision.

Quantification of tumor volumes

One of the readers (DL) manually delineated the tumor boundaries on each consecutive slice containing tumor (see Fig. 2) in order to calculate whole tumor volumes. Delineations were performed using the free open source platform 3D Slicer (www.slicer.org) [16].

Data analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS version 22 (IBM® Corps., Darmonk, NY, USA). The main outcome was the final tumor response as assessed at histopathology after surgery using the tumor regression grade (TRG) of Mandard [17]. Patients with a TRG 1–2 were classified as good responders; patients with a TRG 3–5 were considered poor responders. Initial tumor morphology and the timeline of response (as visually assessed) were compared between good and poor responders using descriptive statistics. Absolute tumor volumes (± standard deviations) as well as the percentage volume decrease after each week were plotted and compared between the five different time points as well as between patients from the poor vs. good response group using non-parametric paired and independent tests respectively (because data were not normally distributed). P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Patient characteristics

Nine patients were male, 4 were female. Median age at the time of diagnosis was 65 years (range 49–75). TRG scores were available in 10/13 patient (TRG-1 in n = 3; TRG 3–5 in n = 7). For three patients, the TRG was not available. Two of these three patients were classified as poor responders (1 underwent palliative care after CRT due to progressive metastasized disease with obvious signs of vital residual tumor on the final post-CRT MRI, 1 had a yT2N1 residual tumor at histopathology with a clear residual tumor mass on the final post-CRT MRI performed just before
The third patient was classified as a good responder (this patient was a clinical complete responder, managed according to a watchful waiting strategy since May 2015 with strong clinical evidence of a sustained complete tumor regression at multiple follow-up MRI and endoscopy examinations and a recurrence free follow-up interval of >2 years to date). This added up to a total of 4 good responders and 9 poor responders.

**Tumor morphology and visual assessment of response**

Imaging examples of a patient from the poor and good response group, respectively, are provided in Fig. 1. Findings for the primary tumor morphology and visual (morphologic) assessment of response are summarized in Table 1 for each patient.

The majority (12/13) of tumors was of the solid type, 1 patient (in the poor response group) presented with a largely solid but partly mucinous tumor. The distribution of primarily polypoid, circular and semi-circular tumors was similar among patients from the poor and good response group. In the good response group, 1/4 tumors (25%) primarily showed irregular margins, in the poor response group this was the case for 3/9 tumors (33%).

A fibrotic transformation was visible relatively early (after week 2–3) in 3/4 (75%) of the good responders versus 4/9 (44%) of the poor responders. In 3/4 (75%) of the good responders, a substantial volume reduction (estimated 1/3 or more) became visually apparent early after week 1–2; in the poor response group this occurred in only 1/9 (11%) of patients. In the remaining poor responders a substantial volume reduction was visually observed late after the 4th to 5th week of radiation (5/9: 56%) or not at all (3/9: 33%).

The two readers reached full consensus in all 13 cases (and the independent third expert reader agreed with the findings of the two initial readers in all cases).

**Quantitative volume regression during radiotherapy**

Imaging examples of the quantitative volume evolution of two patients from the poor and good response group, respectively, are provided in Fig. 2. Absolute tumor volumes per week are provided in Table 1 for each patient. The graphs in Fig. 3 show the absolute mean (±SD) tumor volumes (Fig. 3a), and the % volume decrease per week (Fig. 3b) with results presented separately for the good and poor responders.
For the whole patient group, there was a significant reduction in tumor volume for each time point compared to the previous time point ($P = 0.001–0.026$) with the largest and most significant volume reduction occurring between week 2 and 3 (Fig. 3a and b). The absolute tumor volume was consistently smaller for the good responders, and the relative (%) decrease in tumor volume for each week was consistently larger for the good responders compared to the poor responders.

**Discussion**

Aim of this pilot study was to explore how rectal tumor morphology and volume change during 5 weeks of chemoradiation treatment in order to obtain a better understanding of early signs of rectal tumor regression. Our results show that quantitatively measured rectal tumor volumes decrease significantly during the first five weeks of radiation. Furthermore, our results suggest that early signs of response can also be well appreciated by simple visual assessment where patients that ultimately show a good response tend to show a morphological response – i.e., visually apparent volume reduction and fibrotic transformation – already after the first two to three weeks of treatment, while poor responding tumors tend to show the first visual signs of response later (after the fourth to fifth week) or not at all.

Our results with respect to quantitative tumor volumetry are largely in line with previous reports. In a recently published study from 2017, van de Begin et al. performed sequential MRIs before, during and after preoperative chemoradiotherapy in a similar small cohort of 15 locally advanced rectal cancer patients. Although the authors did not make a distinction between good and poor responding tumors they did find – similar to our results – that rectal tumor volumes decreased significantly after each week of radiation. The main rectal tumor regression in their study occurred during the first half of CRT, with speed of shrinkage decreasing over the course [17]. In our study, the first volume measurements were done after the first week of radiation, which unfortunately does not allow an assessment of volume reduction in the first treatment week. Nevertheless our results – like those

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Tumor Volume (cm³)</th>
<th>Morphology before treatment</th>
<th>Visual response assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wk 1</td>
<td>Wk 2</td>
<td>Wk 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>171.1</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For 3 study patients MRI was not performed at one of the 5 time points.

![Fig. 3.](image-url) Graphs showing the absolute tumor volumes (A) and % volume reduction (B) for each week of treatment starting at the first MRI performed after 1 week of radiation. Numbers presented are means, error bars represent the standard deviations. A significant reduction in absolute tumor volume was observed between any two time points (A). In this small cohort, there were no significant differences between the patients from the poor response and good response group for any of the time points, neither with respect to the absolute tumor volume (A; $P = 0.06–0.60$), nor for the weekly (B; $P = 0.60–1.0$) volume reduction rates.
of van de Begin et al. – suggest that volume regression is more pronounced early during CRT (with a peak between week 2 and 3 in our cohort). In addition, there are some studies that subjected rectal cancer patients to MRI at only a single or two time points early during radiation. Although the patient cohorts in all these studies were also small (ranging between n = 10–37), they all showed that a significant decrease in tumor volume can already be observed after two (or even one) weeks. Kim et al. evaluated rectal tumor volumes at the end of the second week of treatment. Median decrease in volume was larger for patients with a final histopathological TRG of 1–2 (30.6%) compared to patients with a TRG score of 3–5 (27.2%), but the difference – like in our study – did not reach statistical significance, which may very well be related to the small sample size. However, the volume reduction at the end of week two did differ significantly when the final response was defined more arbitrarily as T-downstaging at histopathology compared to the initial T-stage at MRI (cT-stage > ypT-stage), with a larger decrease in volume for the T-downstaged group [13]. Two other groups (Sun et al. and Lambrechts et al.) also used T-downstaging as the main response outcome. Lambrechts et al. measured tumor volume after 10–15 fractions (i.e. 2–3 weeks) and found that the percentage decrease in volume compared to baseline was significantly correlated with T-downstaging [14], while Sun et al. found no significant correlations [10].

In addition to these quantitative study results, our study shows that early signs of response can also be appreciated when visually assessing the images. Morphological MR imaging features of response after completion of CRT are well documented and mainly include a decrease in signal on T2-weighted MRI (indicating fibrotic transformation) and a visually assessable decrease in tumor size [18]. In our experience the same criteria can also be applied to visually assess early tumor response. In the patients from the good response group, an estimated reduction in tumor volume of >1/3 of the initial tumor volume was typically observed earlier (i.e. after 1–2 weeks) compared to patients from the poor response group who typically showed the first visually apparent volume reduction after 4–5 weeks or not at all during the first five weeks of treatment. Although less obvious, the first signs of fibrosis also tended to occur earlier in the good responders: 75% of the good responders showed early fibrosis around week 2–3, while this occurred in only a minority (44%) of the poor responders. The initial tumor morphology before treatment was largely similar for the two response groups and therefore appears less useful to anticipate the final treatment response.

Altogether, our results as well as results of earlier studies indicate that early signs of response can be captured with routine morphologic imaging both by means of qualitative (visual) interpretation as well as by quantitative tumor volume measurements. These early signs of response may provide an indication of the final response outcome, particularly when assessed mid-CRT, when early tumor regression appears to be most pronounced. This timeline can be of great clinical importance when aiming to identify patients for more personalized neoadjuvant strategies, because it can help in deciding the best time point to evaluate early treatment response. Moreover, if we can identify early during treatment which patients are likely to respond, we can use this information to select those patients who may benefit from further dose escalation to increase the chance of a complete response. In patients unlikely to respond, unnecessary (extra) radiation and thus toxicity may be avoided.

Although outside the scope of this study (which focusses solely on routine T2-weighted MRI), it would be interesting to combine our findings with early changes in ‘functional’ MR tumor parameters such as those derived from diffusion-weighted or dynamic contrast enhanced MR sequences. Functional sequences are increasingly embedded in research and even clinical rectal MRI protocols and can render quantitative imaging ‘biomarkers’ reflecting tumor cellularity and perfusion that in various studies have shown promise to assess response after completion of CRT [19–21] as well as to predict response before treatment using measurements derived from the primary staging MRIs [11,19–22]. To date, only a handful of reports have evaluated early changes in functional tumor characteristics early during radiation [10,12,14] and results as to whether these early functional changes provide an added benefit compared to early changes in volume are so far scarce and conflicting. Hence this topic will need to be further investigated in order to confirm findings of previous studies and better understand the complementary value of morphologic and functional imaging parameters for early response assessment.

There are some limitations to our study. First, because our study was intended as an exploratory pilot study, the sample size is small and therefore lacks statistical power. Second, the first study MRI (using the standardized protocol) was performed after the first week of radiation. As a result no quantitative baseline volume measurements were available, which does not allow for volumetric analysis during the first week of radiation. The actual baseline scans performed before the start of treatment were often done in other centers (with different imaging protocols and sequence angulations) and these scans were therefore only used for the visual morphological analyses. Third, the morphological criteria used to assess response – though previously documented in various reports – were more or less subjective, although the readers easily reached consensus in all 13 cases. Second, due to the time consuming methodology, the volumetric measurements were all done by one expert reader. This does not account for interobserver variations, though previous research has shown that tumor volume measurements in rectal cancer are highly reproducible among readers [23–25]. Finally, 3 out of the 13 study patients underwent MRIs at only four instead of all five time points.

In conclusion, the results of this pilot study suggest that significant changes in rectal tumor morphology (i.e. early fibrosis) and volume can already be observed early during preoperative radiation, both when measured quantitatively and when assessed visually. These changes appear to be indicative of the final treatment outcome and – although no firm conclusions can be drawn yet – most pronounced during the first half (second to third week) of treatment. Next steps would be to assess the value of adding functional imaging information and to validate our findings in larger cohorts in order to establish the best imaging sequences, criteria and particularly time point for early treatment response evaluation so that these may be used to further personalize neoadjuvant treatment and select patients for dose escalation to maximize response rates.
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